
Socialist    •    Feminist    •    Anti-racist

Capitalist society is inherently
violent and exploitative, and
must be abolished. The
working class has the power
to accomplish this.

Battling oppression -
including misogyny, racism,
ableism, transphobia and
homophobia - is at the heart
of socialism.

Resisting climate breakdown
requires not just "new ideas"
or technological fixes, but
massive social struggle.

Imperialism is at the heart of
global capitalism and must
be fought implacably.

What we think:

 

 

 

What we do:

rs21 members are engaged in a
wide variety of movements,
including migrant solidarity, 
 union organising, housing, anti-
fascism, climate struggles,
resistance to state repression,
and international solidarity
initiatives.

rs21 is run democratically by its
members and has groups around
the country. Local groups meet
to develop ideas and plan
activity. We work together and
pool the experience gained in
diverse areas of activity to arrive
at clear and useful ideas about
how modern capitalism works
and how we can organise to
resist and overturn it.

 

You can become a      
 member online any time 
 at rs21.org.uk/join

Come to our local
meetings. These are free
and open to all.

We run a website with
news, analysis and theory -
you can find it and read
more from us at
rs21.org.uk.

Subscribe to our newsletter
for updates.

Follow us on social media -
links and addresses are
below.

How to get involved:

 



Join the climate protests
 Friday 24 Sept climate strike
Assemble noon in St Peter's Square (by
Manchester Central Library) from noon.
fb.com/events/211029360978645/
Saturday 6 Nov COP26 protest
Assemble noon in St Peter's Square
fb.com/events/1025938184909751/

WE ONLY WANT THE EARTH
6PM THURSDAY
23 SEPTEMBER
As climate campaigning ramps up towards the
COP26 climate conference, with no expectation that
governments will take the action required to avert
climate breakdown, join this discussion introduced
by Gus Woody, climate organiser, socialist and
author of the forthcoming pamphlet 'We only want
the earth: anti-capitalism against the climate crisis'.

What should socialists make of environmental
breakdown? What should environmentalists make of
socialism? And how can we stop the race to
destruction?

Register free via zoom rebrand.ly/manc-rs21

All welcome!

Protest the Tories in Manchester
The Tory conference is in Manchester soon
and there will be many protests taking place
from 2-5 October. The biggest is likely to be the
People's Assembly national demo on the
Sunday, which will include blocs highlighting
many different issues.


